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Financials … for the period ending June 30, 2017. The Financial Statements show the Balance Sheet, as of 
June 30, 2017, with a market value of $175,592,459 UP $10,781,762, or 6.54% from December 31, 2016. Total 
return on Investments for the period Six Months ending June 30, 2017 is UP $14,161,152, or 8.59%.  
Equity/Fixed Ratio was 68.28/31.72%. TCD 
 
 
 
 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP  
 
Coleman Fellows . . . Documentation is being finalized for the awards to the nine schools participating in this 
academic year’s streamlined program.  There will be no Fellows Summit although we are organizing other 
opportunities for Fellows to meet in person.  We anticipate a number of Fellows will attend the Experiential 
Classroom Workshop which takes place in September at the University of Florida as well as the Self-
Employment in the Arts Conference next February.  Joe Roberts continues to coordinate the program with 
decreasing direct involvement from Foundation staff. (CMc) 
 
 
 
    
DISABILITY SERVICES (Updates on Selected Strategies) 
 
New Impact Plan Announced…On July 24, we posted the newly revised Disabilities Impact Plan to the 
Foundation’s web site and released a blog post to explain the changes.  The Disabilities section of this and 
future Updates will be organized as updates on progress against selected strategies. (CMc) 
 
Fund efforts to advance an understanding of quality of life/Fund collaborative programs which include 
multiple grantees… On June 6, the participating organizations in our Quality of Life Training project (grant 
#5616 to PACTT Learning Center, approved June, 2016) held a final summit meeting which included 
representation from the Illinois Department of Human Services (DHS).  This meeting capped off the year-long 
set of training sessions through which approximately 150 individuals learned how to perform interviews of 
individuals with I/DD to ascertain the presence of various drivers of quality of life.  The trainings were very 
popular, both those geared towards direct care staff as well as to those who will become trainers of others in 
their organizations.  Two of the participating organizations are doing a full implementation of interested in a 
second phase of the training and representatives of DHS opened the possibility to collaboration with the State 
as new frameworks and expectations are being developed.  (CMc) 
 
Fund grantees’ ability to assess client residential and vocational interests…There continues to be strong 
interest in the transition of large, congregate programs to smaller, community-based settings.  We are 
evaluating a modified version of the proposal presented at the March BOD meeting to aid Envision Unlimited in 
a transition of their large facilities in this way.  The organization has submitted a one-year request which 



  

  

represents a smaller-scope than what was recommended for approval in March.  Similarly, Neumann Family 
Services is on the cusp of transforming its service delivery model.  While it currently offers programs in a single, 
large location, it plans to transition to smaller sites that provide more options for client engagement in the 
community.  We are evaluating a request for support of the organization’s first such location.  Additional 
organizations are contacting us with similar interests and we anticipate the trend to continue for some time.  
(CMc) 
 
Fund efforts to expand job opportunities and prepare individuals for workplace success…Planning 
continues for the Ability Food Network which would see three organizations participate in a joint venture to 
create a local food co-manufacturing operation employing individuals with I//DD and supporting entrepreneurs 
as they scale their businesses.  The key next steps involves the identification of candidates for the general 
manager position to lead the venture.  The participating organizations are sourcing candidates for the role at 
present…Orchard Village’s InnOVations program (funded through grant #5644 approved November, 2016) 
opened earlier this month.  15 individuals are enrolled with more expected as the program builds over coming 
months.  (CMc) 
 
Fund efforts to increase individual philanthropic support…We are developing plans for this fall’s #ILGIVE 
for Giving Tuesday campaign as well as broader efforts to grow individual giving beyond the event slated for 
November 28 of this year.  I made a brief pitch for #ILGIVE as part of the program for Forefront’s Annual 
Luncheon, attended by 950 individuals from the region’s non-profit community.  I subsequently met with 
Forefront to gain insights on their plans for this fall and beyond.  We have invited a proposal to support this work 
and anticipate presenting a recommendation at the August BOD Meeting.  Several of our grantees have already 
contacted us to ask if a matching grant opportunity will be offered.  Also at the August meeting we will present a 
recommended match offering that is informed by results from last year’s research initiative. (CMc) 
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